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As a legal technology widely used in the various law fields, also known as
the interception clause, plugging terms, general terms and pocket terms. Its
specific form is that put general or principled clauses at the end after listing
specific relevant acts or categories. Its first purpose is to tighten the law, to plug
the relevant legal loopholes, to give judges discretionary space and possibility in
the absence of a clear legal basis of the circumstances, but forced to referee in the
relevant cases. The second is, to some extent, also can protect the citizens’ rights.
Both because of their uncertainty, which may give the judge a considerable
discretion of the scope and authority, requires us to use the provisions prudently.
This paper discussed the concept of the miscellaneous clause and its manifestation
and classification in the main laws of our country, then, analyzes the causes and
significance, at last demonstrates its use in legislation and judicature so as to
reduce abuse of miscellaneous provisions.
The structure is as follows:
Part one. Introduction to the miscellaneous provisions.Described the
conception of miscellaneous provisions and comb the miscellaneous provisions in
main Chinese laws. Then, describe the basic characteristics of miscellaneous
provisions and compare with general clause.
Part two. Origin and functions of miscellaneous provisions. Due to the
characteristics of human language and human shortcomings of their own
prospective addition to the requests of the miscellaneous provisions of itself own,
the miscellaneous clauses come into being. And analyzed its positive effects and
negative effects.
Part three. The thorough investigation of the provisions and legislative
proposals. Categorize and combs the miscellaneous provisions in the law. On the
basis of the above, this paper analyzes and puts forward the advice of setting of
the provisions in the legislation.
Part IV, the judicature of the miscellaneous provisions. The life of the law is
application. Analyzed and discussed the means of interpretation and principles of
the terms, in order to achieve effectively functioning in operation.
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法学,2015,(8).与之不同的是仅有陈兴良使用了 bottommost clauses 作为兜底条款的对应翻译。见陈兴良.
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